STAR PLAY SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2019-20
CLASS- NURSERY
SUMMER CAMP

“SUMMER CAMPING IS A FUN TIME FOR EVERYONE AND ALL AGES . IT
BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER ,WHILE HAVING MEMORABLE ADVENTURES, AND
GETTING TO KNOW THE GREAT OUTDOORS.”
ENGLISH
 Language development
 Story time- Narrate simple stories to your child, ask to
recall some character of the story by asking simple
questions related to the story.
 Rhyme time- Recite a rhymes with voice modulation and
actions (minimum 5 rhymes).
 Revise and learn rhymes that have been done in class.
1. Teddy bear, teddy bear
2. Mummy and daddy
3. Baa, baa black sheep
 Encourage them to use magic words like “thankyou”,
“please”,”excuse me” and “sorry”.
 Learn good habits and encourage your ward to do simple work
like:1. Buttoning your shirt
2. Close your jeans/pant zip
3. Tying your shoes laces

4. Keeping belonging back in their place.
5. Greeting with smile when someone come to the house.
 Learn ABC song (rhyme) properly.

 Writing development
 Recognise and practice standing line, sleeping line, slanting
line and curves.
 Do page no. 2,3 in “My big book of capital ABC”
 Do worksheet related to following lines and curves: Assignment no. 2, no. 3, no. 4, no. 5, no. 6, no.
7,no. 8.
 Recognise and practice of writing letter A to H, L, T, I
 Do worksheet related to following letters – assignment
no. 3(pg no. 11)
 Do page no. 6,7,10,11,14,15,20,21 in “ my big book of
capital ABC.
 Make a pictography (picture book) of Aa-Zz, Paste 3-4
pictures with each letter in separate scrap file. Cover this
scrap file beautifully and decorate it also.

Maths
 Revise all the syllabus done in class till now, i.e
 Concept of basic shapes, and related objects with
these shapes.
 Revise and recognition of number 0,1,4,7
 Do related assignment: Assignment no. 1, no. 7

 Do page no. 5, 6 & 7 neatly in “My first step in
maths.
 Speaking skill- learn simple counting 1 to 20.
 Make a colourful and beautiful big caterpillar written 1 to 10
counting. Example:-

Note:- you can take different colour sheet for circle and decorate it.
The size should be 30”-40” inches.

e.v.s
 Colour the picture :- “who am i?”. Colour in boy if you are a boy or
colour in girl if you are a girl, and learn the line “i am a girl/boy”.

Note:- you can print this above picture and paste it in notebook.

 Paste the pictures of different objects (2-2 each)
related of red, blue, yellow, green, orange.
 Note- use separate page for one colour
 Paste the feather of 3-4 different birds and write name also.
 Draw/paste the pictures of 5 fruits and 5 vegetables.
 Note :- Do all e.v.s work in e.v.s homework notebook,
do all these work neat and clean, use separate page
for separate work, write heading for each and every
work.
 Art & craft
 Recycle, reduce, reuse, always remember these
term and take a initiative towards this also.
 So kept this in mind, you have to make a scene
(scenary) using a waste material. Like model, make a
beautiful chart paper using waste material.
 Make a colourful model or chart paper on “good
manners”.
 Make a beautiful animal mask of your ward’s choice.
 Note:- you have to make any 2 from above mention
things of your choice and mention name and class
in each and every thing that you have made.

“ Thankyou”

